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Skin detection is an important step for a wide range of research related to computer vision
and image processing and several methods have already been proposed to solve this prob-
lem. However, most of these methods suffer from accuracy and reliability problems when
they are applied to a variety of images obtained under different conditions. Performance
degrades further when fewer training data are available. Besides these issues, some meth-
ods require long training times and a signiﬁcant amount of parameter tuning. Furthermore,
most state-of-the-art methods incorporate one or more thresholds, and it is difﬁcult to
determine accurate threshold settings to obtain desirable performance. These problems
arise mostly because the available training data for skin detection are imprecise and
incomplete, which leads to uncertainty in classiﬁcation. This requires a robust fusion
framework to combine available information sources with some degree of certainty. This
paper addresses these issues by proposing a fusion-based method termed Dempster–Sha-
fer-based Skin Detection (DSSD). This method uses six prominent skin detection criteria as
sources of information (SoI), quantiﬁes their reliabilities (conﬁdences), and then combines
their conﬁdences based on the Dempster–Shafer Theory (DST) of evidence. We use the DST
as it offers a powerful and ﬂexible framework for representing and handling uncertainties
in available information and thus helps to overcome the limitations of the current state-of-
the-art methods. We have veriﬁed this method on a large dataset containing a variety of
images, and achieved a 90.17% correct detection rate (CDR). We also demonstrate how
DSSD can be used when very little training data are available, achieving a CDR as high as
87.47% while the best result achieved by a Bayesian classiﬁer is only 68.81% on the same
dataset. Finally, a generalized DSSD (GDSSD) is proposed achieving 91.12% CDR.
 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Skin detection is performed as a preliminary step in most human-related image processing applications. The detected
skin regions are then usually further processed based on the application focus such as face detection, gesture recognition,
web content ﬁltering (e.g., pornographic ﬁlters) and video surveillance applications. The performance of these applications
is signiﬁcantly affected by the accuracy of the skin detection step.
It is well agreed that correctly modeled and represented skin clusters in a color space can serve as an effective tool for skin
detection [1]. However, various factors make skin detection challenging in real life applications such as variations in illumi-
nation, ethnicity, shadow, hairstyle, background, makeup and camera characteristics.. All rights reserved.
), wadud@hufs.ac.kr (M. Abdullah-Al-Wadud), oschae@khu.ac.kr (O. Chae).
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This is because the available training data are imprecise and incomplete, which leads to uncertainty in decisions [82]. Exam-
ple 1 presents a scenario to explain the skin classiﬁcation problem.
Example 1. Consider a classiﬁer that can classify a given color as either skin or non-skin based on its value in only the R
channel of the RGB color model. The training data will be precise if the set of all possible R-values of skin samples and that of
non-skin samples are disjoint. However, several color values are found in both skin and non-skin training samples. Based on
these data, this classiﬁer can at best predict whether a given pixel color is skin or not, with some uncertainty. This means that
the classiﬁer is not fully reliable. Further, it is usually possible to obtain a sufﬁcient variety of samples to represent the array
of natural skin tones, but the set of non-skin data is huge, and it is impossible to collect all possible samples. Suppose that for
R = 160 the training dataset only includes skin samples. The fact that we do not have all possible non-skin samples in the
training set means that it is possibility that some non-skin samples will have R = 160. This lack of sample can lead to
incompleteness in the training data.
Several methods have been proposed [2,38,42] to model skin and non-skin colors. However, these methods may fail to
generate optimal results since they may lack proper uncertainty management. To reduce the uncertainty these methods usu-
ally use different types of parameters and thresholds, which in turn introduce additional problems such as a long training/
testing time and/or difﬁcult parameter and threshold tuning.
These methods generally detect skin using color information that may not always provide completely decisive and reli-
able information. In this scenario, combining information from different sources may yield a more reliable decision. Such
information fusion has become highly popular for many applications related to image processing and computer vision
[62] because it improves the quality of a decision by decreasing uncertainty and imprecision and increasing the amount
of global information [65].
In general, all the current state-of-the-art methods exhibit poor performance when trained with a small amount of train-
ing data. For example, as presented in [2], the skin detection accuracy of the Bayesian-based method drops from 90% to
approximately 77% (for the same false detection rate) when it is trained with 1% of the full training data. However, the ability
to train with small amounts of data has some practical importance. For instance, any surveillance system installed on a client
site may require training with a few local images, and human detection and tracking in abnormal light (such as in a speciﬁc
color of light or under speciﬁc illumination) may require training using images from the on-site lighting environment for
better performance. In such situations, it is necessary to train the system with the few available images within a short period
of time to ensure acceptable performance.
To overcome the aforementioned limitations, this paper introduces a novel fusion-based method named Dempster–Sha-
fer-based Skin Detection (DSSD) that focuses on the following issues for processing available information meaningfully to
attain acceptable detections:
– Selection of good sources of information (SoIs).
– Determination of mass values (conﬁdences) of the selected SoIs.
– Combining the mass values to obtain the ﬁnal decision.
To handle these issues, the proposed DSSD identiﬁes a few well-suited skin detection criteria (SoIs) by analyzing the color
distributions of skin and non-skin pixels. We also propose a way to quantify their conﬁdences in classiﬁcations. These indi-
vidual conﬁdences are then combined using Dempster–Shafer Theory (DST) [5] to obtain the ﬁnal decision. We choose DST
for this skin detection method because it offers a suitable framework to combine the decisions of different SoIs to handle
uncertainties [66].
The experimental results show that the proposed DSSD outperforms the currently available techniques (higher accura-
cies, lower training time). Moreover, DSSD also shows acceptable accuracy when trained with a small amount of data. Final-
ly, we extend DSSD to a generalized DSSD (GDSSD), which shows better performance than DSSD and requires neither
threshold nor parameter selection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the currently available approaches for skin detection. Sec-
tion 3 describes the Dempster–Shafer Theory of Evidence. Some preliminary considerations such as which color space is used
and how SoIs are selected are then described in Section 4. The DSSD and GDSSD are presented in Section 5. Section 6 analyzes
the performance of these approaches with that of other well-known algorithms, and Section 7 presents the conclusions of
this study.
2. Related work
Skin detection can be considered a binary classiﬁcation problem, i.e., whether a given pixel color represents skin or not.
The existing skin detection methods can be categorized into two broad categories based on whether any training session(s) is
required or not: statistics-based methods and explicit threshold based methods (ETM), respectively. The ETMs use some
predeﬁned decision criteria, whose outcomes are combined using the logical AND operation to represent skin clusters in
color space. The statistics-based methods can be further categorized into three groups: parametric, semi-parametric and
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required parameters (such as mean and covariance) to approximate the models based on the training datasets. Semi-
parametric methods do not have such speciﬁc functional forms. They use the general form of adaptive parameters/weights
(such as a neural network based method) that must be tuned according to the training data to represent the models [38].
Non-parametric methods (such as the histogram thresholding method used in [2]) do not use any particular functional form
or weight. There are also some fusion-based methods in which the results of different skin detection methods are combined
to make the ﬁnal decision.
Table 1 presents the performances, in terms of CDR and FDR as deﬁned in Section 6.2, of some available skin detection
methods reported by various authors. Note that these results are obtained from different training and test datasets from
same/different databases, and thus different authors report different results, even when using the same method. Therefore,
this table provides an overview rather than a fair comparison of the performances of the various methods. The following
subsections also present a short overview of some of the popular methods in the above-mentioned categories such as
statistics-based methods, explicit threshold-based methods and fusion-based methods along with their pros and cons,
and then we brieﬂy describe our proposed contributions.
2.1. Statistics-based methods
This section brieﬂy describes some parametric, non-parametric and semi-parametric statistical methods.
2.1.1. Parametric methods
Parametric methods include single Gaussian [23,26–28], Mixture-of-Gaussian (MoG) [11,15,24,29,30,50] and elliptical
boundary models [25]. These models require few training samples to obtain well-generalized models, and their memory
requirements are also low. Expectation maximization (EM) is usually used to approximate the parameters (for instance,
the mean, covariance matrix and weight) of the models that ﬁt the training data [23,29,50].
The methods that use a Gaussian model consider skin to have a color distribution that is clustered in a chromatic color
space and can be represented by a Gaussian law. However, the skin cluster has a complex boundary in the color space that
these models cannot accurately represent. Mixture-of-Gaussian (MoG) models consider a set of Gaussian components that
when combined may be able to handle different conditions, especially different luminance levels [2]. Such combinations give
better results in poor or strong lighting conditions, but a change in illumination is more complex in real life. Moreover, these
methods require expensive training and a long classiﬁcation period [2]. Lee et al. [25] propose an elliptical boundary modelTable 1
Performance of existing skin detection methods.
Category Method Color space Database CDR FDR
Non- parametric Bayesian [2] RGB Compaq [2] 90.00 14.20
Bayesian [89] RGB Compaq 93.40 19.80
Bayesian [48] RGB ECU [48] 83.00 10.00
Adaptive Bayesian [52] RGB Compaq 69.00 5.00
Bayesian [52] RGB Compaq 74.50 5.00
Bayesian [78] RGB N/A⁄ 96.65 N/A
Parametric MoG [2] RGB Compaq 90.00 15.50
Elliptical model [25] Xyz Compaq 90.00 20.90
MoG[25] YIQ Compaq 90.00 30.00
MoG [48] YCbCr ECU 81.00 10.00
MoG [77] HSV IBTD[2] 92.00 37.80
MoG [90] rgb N/A 87.00 30.00
MoG [78] YCbCr N/A 99.10 N/A
Semi-parametric SOM [42] TSL Compaq 78.00 32.00
MLP [48] RGB ECU 82.00 10.00
SVM + MoG [77] HSV IBTD 92.00 30.00
ETM Threshold [48] CbCr ECU 93.00 29.09
Threshold [4] HSI Compaq 93.00 24.00
Threshold [4] RGB 89.00 21.00
Threshold [4] YCbCr 90.00 34.00
Threshold [4] HSV 46.00 7.00
Threshold [4] rgb 42.00 11.00
Threshold [78] RGB N/A 100.00 N/A
Fusion Sum [4] RGB, rgb, YCbCr, HSV, HSI Compaq 98.00 42.00
Majority [4] 82.00 18.00
Product [4] 32.00 4.00
SCNS [4] 92.00 22.00
⁄ In the table, N/A stands for ‘‘not available’’, and  means approximated values from plots.
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time. Bin Li et al. [51] propose an iterative process for skin region segmentation. This method ﬁrst detects some skin pixels
from a test image based on a generic MoG model and then keeps updating the model based on the detected pixels. This pro-
cess shows good performance for many real life images. However, the system is designed under the assumption that the
number of training images is sufﬁciently large so that the trained model contains a posterior probability similar to the test
images, and hence that the model can initially locate the skin cluster in different images in the ﬁrst step, which is not always
true. Furthermore, this model requires many parameters to be tuned, making the detection process slower.
2.1.2. Non-parametric methods
Non-parametric skin detection [2,9,32–36,42] methods estimate the skin color distribution from the histogram of the
training data. The Bayesian decision rule for minimum cost is an effective technique in the statistical pattern classiﬁcation
area. Jones and Rehg [2] use this rule to classify image pixels as skin or non-skin. This method established a threshold for the
ratio of the likelihood that a pixel is skin to the likelihood that it is non-skin to decide whether a given pixel is skin or not.
Bayesian based methods (e.g., [2]) are most frequently used for their computational simplicity and acceptable accuracies (see
Table 1).
Parametric methods make use of approximated parameters that deﬁne the approximate boundaries of the skin clusters.
In contrast, a Bayesian classiﬁer does not make any approximation. It represents the models (histograms) as they are trained,
and applies a threshold to the values to produce a complex boundary of skin clusters. The advantage of using a Bayesian clas-
siﬁer is its higher detection rate compared with the other classiﬁers. This is due to the fact that other classiﬁers cannot rep-
resent the complex skin cluster boundary in the color space. A Bayesian classiﬁer will work acceptably if the data for two
classes can be modeled accurately. However, an accurate statistical model theoretically requires an inﬁnite amount of train-
ing data encompassing all non-skin colors in nature, and the performance of the classiﬁer surely suffers in the absence of an
exact model of all possible non-skin colors. Therefore, no perfect statistical model exists yet. Moreover, such methods require
substantial memory to store two models — one for the distribution of colors in skin samples and another for the distribution
of non-skin colors.
2.1.3. Semi-parametric methods
The artiﬁcial neural network (ANN)-based skin detection methods mainly fall in the semi-parametric category. In [42],
Brown et al. propose an ANN model using a self organizing map (SOM). They use two separate SOMs for skin and non-skin
distributions and report better performance than MoGs. However, the performance of this model is worse than that of the
Bayesian classiﬁer presented in [2]. Detection methods based on a multilayer perceptron (MLP) [38–41] can also represent
a skin model with a complex boundary. However, these methods may not be able to cope with missing information such
as non-skin samples absent from the training set [1]. Moreover, the training time for MLP models is much longer than that
for the histogram-based approach in the presence of a large amount of training data [48]. Recently, a deep multi-layer
neural network (DMLNN) [76] model was proposed that has become popular for various classiﬁcation problems. Unlike
a traditional ANN, this model contains many levels to represent highly nonlinear and highly varying functions. However,
like Bayesian-based methods, most of the existing ANN-based skin detection methods also suffer from inadequate
amounts of non-skin data. Furthermore, they also require very long training and classiﬁcation periods and exhibit slow
performance.
The support vector machine (SVM) has become popular for its performance in the machine learning area. The SVMmeth-
od is expected to perform the best when only the features relevant to the focus of classiﬁcation are available. Too many
extraneous inputs may harm the results obtained on real data [85]. SVM for skin detection may also suffer from these short-
comings because it is difﬁcult to determine which features are relevant as we do not have all non-skin samples and many
regions overlap between skin and non-skin clusters. Furthermore, SVM can take a very long time for training and classiﬁca-
tion. Zhu et al. [77] apply SVM to classify the MoG parameters of skin and non-skin models, not the pixel colors. This ap-
proach minimizes the amount of training data required and yields relevant information from MoG parameters. These
authors ﬁrst use a generic MoG model to identify most of the skin-like pixels in an image, including some non-skin pixels
as well. These skin-like pixels are then reﬁned by the MoG model with two kernels: one for the true skin model and another
for the false skin model. Finally, they use SVM to classify the MoG parameters of these two models. The main advantage of
this method is that it is adaptive to encompass different lighting conditions. However, in this case, the SVM decision is based
on the outputs of the MoG. Therefore, this method has similar problems as the standard MoG-based skin detection methods
mentioned in Section 2.1.1 such as computational expense in training and run time.
2.2. Explicit threshold-based methods
Among the methodologies developed to date, the ETMs are the simplest for classifying skin and non-skin pixels [1,4,18].
These methods explicitly deﬁne the boundaries of the skin cluster in certain color spaces using a set of ﬁxed thresholds [4,6–
10,13,20]. The beneﬁt of such methods is that they can be used right away without requiring any training phase. In these
cases, few criteria are deﬁned and each criterion (boundary) yields many false positive pixels when applied individually
as the thresholds are set to be large enough to capture all variations in color. Such methods combine the outcomes of the
criteria by applying logical AND operations. This helps to reduce false positive results but also yields a large decrease in true
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simply propagated to the ﬁnal output. Moreover, since these approaches are guided by some constant values, they may lack
the ﬂexibility required to work under a variety of conditions.2.3. Fusion-based methods
Recently, fusion-based methods have gained a great deal of attention in computer vision and image processing. This is
because uncertainty is an inherent characteristic of the available information extracted from images, and fusion helps to re-
duce this uncertainty [65]. Dargham et al. [49] propose to use the AND operator for fusing information. One of his proposed
methods fuses two chrominance components from the same color space, and the other fuses the output of two different skin
detection methods. However, such fusion methods show poor performance with real data. Gasparini et al. [4] describe four
different fusion rules, namely the sum rule, the product rule, the majority vote and the SCNS (skin corrected by a non-skin)
rule to combine the outcomes of some skin detection methods. They also propose a white balance algorithm as a preprocess-
ing step to enhance the detection rate. However, most of the fusion rules perform poorly (see Table 1) and are not robust
enough to achieve state-of-the-art performance. These authors also agree that their proposals do not exhibit better perfor-
mance than histogram-based algorithms.
Sun [52] describes a skin detection method that combines global (histogram-based learning) and local information (col-
lected using k-means clustering) to work in different conditions. However, this method requires many parameters to be
tuned manually. Moreover, like other Bayesian skin detection methods, it also requires a large dataset for training.
Fusion-based methods try to combine information from different sources to arrive at more reliable decisions. However,
the fusion processes described above are not able to deal with uncertainty. To combine information from multiple sources
and improve classiﬁcation accuracies, we require a more robust and ﬂexible fusion framework.2.4. Proposed contributions
Most of the currently available statistics-based methods (and all ETMs) make the decision to identify skin depending on
one or a few thresholds. Fixed thresholds are used in ETM methods. On the other hand, although Mixture of Gaussian (MoG)
and Bayesian-based classiﬁers1 do not usually use thresholds to generate the models, these methods are highly dependent on
the threshold values that are used to make ﬁnal decisions. Lowering (increasing) the values of the thresholds increases (de-
creases) the true positives, and also increases (decreases) the false positives. Therefore, setting a general threshold to get very
good performance under all conditions may not be achievable in these methods. It is generally recommended to set the skin
detection thresholds according to the application. In the case of MLP and other ANN-based methods, the major drawback is
the lack of proper uncertainty management to handle incomplete data, and for SVM, it is a challenge to ﬁnd an appropriate
amount of relevant samples.
From the above discussion, it is clear that skin detection could beneﬁt from an improved and reliable approach that can
achieve high accuracies even with a very small amount of training data and short training/testing times. Such a method will
not only enhance skin detection, but will also accelerate the progress of related research.
The Dempster–Shafer theory (DST) of evidence is a ﬂexible fusion theory that is capable of handling the imprecision and
incompleteness present in data and the uncertainties in different information sources [67]. The success of the DST in pattern
recognition and classiﬁcation is addressed by a number of researchers [66,68,69,74] and has been applied in several ﬁelds
such as moving objects [59], people [60] and face [70] tracking, and facial expression recognition [61]. Some well-known
proposals have also described DST-based solutions for classiﬁcation problems. Some of these proposals follow a case-based
approach (e.g., [66,71,72]) while others follow a model-based approach (e.g., [80,81]). The relationship between these two
methods is described in [73].
Inspired by the success of DST, we elect to use this method for skin detection. However, one of the major challenges is to
ﬁnd a way to calculate the conﬁdences of different SoIs from the available data. We ﬁrst focus on the methodologies available
in the literature [66,71]. In [71], the reliabilities (mass values) of the SoIs are calculated from the neighboring information
according to a distance metric. The performance of this method is quite good when the number of patterns under consider-
ation is small. However, in skin detection, there are (256  256  256) different colors in the RGB color space, so both train-
ing and testing require a very long time. Denoeux [66] addresses this problem by using some prototypes instead of all
samples. The prototypes can be found using a standard clustering method such as a c-means algorithm. Mass values are cal-
culated based on a distance measure obtained from these prototypes. This process is implemented using a multilayer neural
network consisting of one input layer, two hidden layers and one output layer. The weight vector, the receptive ﬁeld, and the
class membership of every prototype are computed by minimizing the mean squared difference between the classiﬁer out-
puts and the target values. We have applied this method for skin detection (denoted as NNDST) and found reasonable results
(demonstrated in Section 6.3). However, this method is still expensive to train for large skin detection training datasets in
terms of both computation and memory requirements. The method also requires a long time for classiﬁcation, especially
due to the many distance calculations carried out for each pixel.1 Brief descriptions of the Bayesian and MoG-based methods are included in Appendix A.
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threshold and a limited number of parameters requiring tuning, and effective uncertainty management. To meet these
requirements, we propose Dempster–Shafer based Skin Detection (DSSD), a fusion-based method that performs a meaning-
ful combination of different sources of information (SoIs) [53]. Thus, even if some SoIs fail to produce an accurate decision,
other SoIs can correct the ﬁnal decision. We also extend DSSD and propose a generalized DSSD (GDSSD), which exhibits
excellent performance and requires no threshold speciﬁcations. The major contributions of this work are: (1) the proposed
mass calculation method (and the determination of boundaries of SoIs in DSSD) requires very little computation, and (2) our
methods have the ability to work well with a small amount of training data.
3. Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence
The Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence, which was ﬁrst stated by Dempster in 1960 and later extended by Shafer [5], is
capable of representing uncertainty as well as ignorance in statistical measurements. The method can decrease the amount
of uncertainty in information by applying a combination rule to combine the conﬁdences of different information sources,
resulting in a more precise deﬁnition of the hypotheses.
The DST uses a frame of discernment, which is deﬁned as a set of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive hypotheses
denoted byH. Let us supposeH = {h1, . . . ,hn}. The power set of all possible subsets ofH, including itself and the empty set ;, is
2H, i.e., 2H = {;, {h1}, . . . , {hn}, {h1 [ h2}, . . . , {h1 [ hn},{h2 [ h3}, . . . , {h2 [ hn}, . . . , {hn1 [ hn},{h1 [ h2 [ h3}, . . . ,H}. Usually, some
SoIs are selected that are capable of providing distinguishable information for some subsets (S) ofH, i.e., S 2 2H. A mass func-
tion (alternatively known as a basic belief or basic probability assignment) m: 2H? [0,1] is a function satisfyingmð;Þ ¼ 0
mðSÞP 0; 8S#HP
S#H
mðSÞ ¼ 1
3
775: ð1ÞHere,m(S) represents the belief provided by an SoI in favor of S exactly and fully. This parameter reﬂects how strongly the SoI
supports S. There is no belief for the empty set ; and all assigned mass values sum to unity. The mass value assigned to,H i.e.,
m(h), is called the degree of ignorance and the subsets S of H of with non-zero mass values are called the focal elements.
Eq. (1) makes this theory different from the probabilistic approach. While probabilistic approaches can only handle sin-
gleton focal elements, the DST can handle both compound sets and singletons [43].
Belief (bel) and plausibility (pl) are two other common evidential measures that are derived from the mass function as
given in Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively,belð;Þ ¼ 0
belðSÞ ¼ P
T# S;T – ;
mðTÞ
3
5; ð2Þ
plð;Þ ¼ 0
plðSÞ ¼ P
S\T–;
mðTÞ
3
5; ð3Þwhere S and T are subsets of H.
bel(S) and pl(S) represent the exact and possible support to S, respectively. The interval [bel(S), pl(S)] can be interpreted as
the upper and lower bound of the probability [5,71].
If there are different independent SoIs, DST provides a way to combine the mass values assigned by those SoIs. Dempster’s
rule of combination fuses the mass functions mi obtained from n SoIs according to Eq. (4):mð/Þ ¼ 0;
mðSÞ ¼
P
S1\...\Sn¼S
Qn
i¼1miðSiÞ
1K
3
5; ð4Þwhere K represents the degree of conﬂict given byK ¼
X
S1\...\Sn¼;
Yn
i¼1
miðSiÞ:There are several ways of making the ﬁnal decision using the DST framework. For instance, the decision can be made by
choosing the hypothesis with the maximum mass, belief, or plausibility [21,54,64] or by using a pignistic probability distri-
bution [3,58,63,66].
This paper considers the two class problem of whether a given color represents skin or non-skin. It can be easily shown
that all these alternatives will lead to the same output in such cases. Hence, in our work, we make the ﬁnal decision by
selecting the hypothesis that produces the maximum aggregation of the mass values (according to Eq. (4)) usingX ¼ argmaxA#HðmðAÞÞ: ð5Þ
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One of the main reasons for choosing DST for the application of skin detection is that it can deal with ignorance and miss-
ing information, which is important as we do not have all possible non-skin samples. In DST, mass values are assigned only to
those subsets of the environment for which enough information is available. The remaining mass is kept as undetermined,
assigned to H comprising all the hypotheses, and used later. This makes DST capable of handling uncertainty much better
than the classical probabilistic theory, where the unavailable probability is assigned to the complement of the known set.
Example 2 illustrates one such example.
Example 2. Suppose that an expert believes with 70% certainty that a given pixel is skin. Considering this as a probability
gives P(skin) = 0.7, and according to classical probability this implies P(non-skin) = 0.3. For the sake of simplicity, let us
assume that this 70% certainty also represents the mass value m({skin}) = 0.7. As we do not have any further information
about the remaining 30%, DST will assign it to the hypothesis including both skin and non-skin, i.e.,m({skin,non-skin}) = 0.3;
not to non-skin only.
Classical probabilities are only assigned to elementary hypotheses but DST can consider all possible combinations of
hypotheses, making it better able to handle uncertainties than the Bayesian classiﬁer, which is based on classical probability
[55]. Again, ifm(H) = 0 in a two class problem, then both techniques consider only elementary hypotheses. From this, we can
easily understand that Bayesian probability theory is a special case of DST [56]. Furthermore, one of the computational
advantages of the Dempster–Shafer framework is that priors and conditionals do not need to be speciﬁed, unlike Bayesian
classiﬁers. Any information contained in the missing priors and conditionals is not used in the Dempster–Shafer framework
unless it can be obtained indirectly. Thus, Dempster–Shafer theory allows a degree of ignorance to be speciﬁed in this sit-
uation rather than forcing the user to supply prior probabilities. Example 3 shows the superiority of the DST over classical
probability in handling ignorance.
Example 3. Suppose that we are concerned with classifying among two classes, W1 and W2. An expert x believes with 60%
certainty that a given sample falls into W1. x also believes with 40% certainty that this sample falls into W2. Another expert y
believes with 30% that the given sample falls into W1. Following an approach similar to Example 2 yields Table 2.
In the case of expert x, both the classical probability and the DST handle the available information similarly. However, for
y, there is a clear distinction. At this point the classical probabilistic method assigns the remaining unavailable information
(1  P(W1jy)) to P(W2jy) while the DST keeps it undistributed.
Thus the posteriori probability would beTable 2
An exam
Expe
x
y
The bolPðW1jx; yÞ ¼ Pðx; yjW1ÞPðW1ÞPðx; yÞ :When the experts make independent observations, we can writePðW1jx; yÞ ¼ PðxjW1ÞPðyjW1ÞPðW1ÞPðx; yÞ :This leads toPðW1jx; yÞ ¼ PðW1jxÞPðW1jyÞPðW1Þ ¼
0:18
PðW1Þ :Similarly, we getPðW2jx; yÞ ¼ 0:28PðW2Þ :At this point, the Bayesian-based approach requires complete knowledge about the priors. In the absence of this information
the priors are usually considered uniform. Following this approach in our example, the Bayesian-based approach makes the
decision in the favor of W2 even though expert y has provided no information for W2.
Following Eq. (4), on the other hand, the DST gives m(W1) = 0.68 and m(W2) = 0.32. Thus, the ﬁnal decision is made in
favor of W1, which ﬁts logically with the two experts’ opinions.ple of representing mass values and probabilities.
rt Classical probability Dempster–Shafer theory
m(W1) m(W2) m(H)
P(W1jx) = 0.6 P(W2jx) = 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.0
P(W1jy) = 0.3 P(W2jy) = 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.7
d numbers show the difference between the assignments done by ‘‘Classical probability’’ and ‘‘Dempster-Shafer theory’’.
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Another reason for choosing DST is that there is a large overlap between the distributions of skin and non-skin colors (more
details of these distributions are explained in Section 4.2) if plotted with respect to a color channel. Such overlaps are one of
the main reasons behind the uncertainties. As the DST framework allows such uncertainties to be handled by the outcomes of
the available SoIs, we focus on applying DST to skin detection. The DST approach to handling uncertainties enables DST to
functionwell in reasoning tasks, such as (1) representing incomplete knowledge, (2) belief-updating and (3) evidence pooling.4. Preliminaries
This section ﬁrst discusses the color space used in this paper by brieﬂy reviewing color spaces and presenting the reasons
for our color space choice, and then describes the procedure used to select SoIs.4.1. Color space selection
Different color spaces have been proposed to minimize the effects of changes in lighting conditions to make the skin
detection process less sensitive to illumination. Some approaches [13,15–19] remove the luminance component and use a
2D representation. However, signiﬁcant changes in illumination yield signiﬁcant changes in skin color, even for the same
person [12]. In such cases, some color information is also lost while separating luminance, which in turn may degrade
the performance. Hence, the computational cost for the transformation from RGB to another color space may not be fruitful.
Several renowned researchers reached similar conclusions regarding color space transformation. Fu et al. [57] and Shin et al.
[37] have experimented on the suitability of different color spaces for skin detection. Based on their works, Kakumanu et al.
[1] conclude that color space transformation does not affect non-parametric models but does affect parametric methods.
Experimenting on different color spaces, Phung et al. [48] also recommend using RGB in non-parametric skin classiﬁcations.4.1.1. Color space for SoIs
We have adopted the RGB color space for our work for several reasons. First, the proposed methods (DSSD and GDSSD) are
non-parametric. Hence, according to the recommendations of other researchers, we use the RGB color space that ensures
simplicity, effectiveness and speed (as it does not require color space transformation). Second, it is reasonable to use the col-
or space that preserves the most information. As the RGB color space retains all color information, we choose to use it for our
skin detection. Again, a large amount of training data could encompass a good range of illumination variation [2]. Further, a
DST-based framework also helps the system to cope with missing information. In the case of large changes in illumination,
however, a preprocessing step also helps to reduce the effect of illumination variation as described later in the paper.4.2. Selection of the sources of information (SoI)
The colors of skin pixels occupy only a certain area in the RGB color space2, which is shown in Fig. 1. The primary goal of
skin detection techniques is to deﬁne the irregular shape of the skin cluster, including as few non-skin colors as possible. In our
work, we look for criteria that can distinguish skin from non-skin colors. The selected criteria can be considered as SoIs in DST.0
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Fig. 1. Skin cluster in RGB color space.
2 To ensure that the color distributions presented in different ﬁgures in this paper are representative, we use a large collection of skin and non-skin images in
a huge variety of conditions and normalize the distributions to the total number of skin and non-skin pixels (see Section 6.1 for details).
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Fig. 2. Distribution of skin and non-skin clusters in R space.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of skin and non-skin clusters in G and B space.
644 M. Shoyaib et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 53 (2012) 636–659The selection of SoIs requires analysis of the color distribution of skin and non-skin pixels. We start from the classiﬁcation
ability of each of the R, G and B channels. The distributions of skin and non-skin colors in R channels are plotted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 reveals that a critical value exists of R = 140, above and below which the distribution is dominated by skin and non-
skin samples, respectively. Hence, we establish the criterion R > 140, which indicates a greater chance that the color repre-
sents skin when the criterion is satisﬁed. Similarly, observing the plots in Fig. 3, we select two other criteria as 75 < G < 193
and 43 < B < 161, which also demonstrate some capability for distinguishing skin and non-skin pixels.(a) Distribution in RG space (b) Distribution in RB space
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Fig. 4. Distribution of skin colors in RG and RB planes. The rectangular marks show the areas deﬁned by combining the criteria in different color channels.
M. Shoyaib et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 53 (2012) 636–659 645Fig. 4 shows two scenarios that enable the construction of decision boundaries by the joint contribution of R and G or R
and B. Here, some skin pixels that fail to satisfy the criteria are likely to be left undetected. Moreover, some non-skin pixels
remain in the combined regions.
The abovementioned scenario leads us to incorporate more criteria to accurately detect skin pixels. To gather enough evi-
dence we vary the criteria to generate different SoIs. The criteria are established using different mathematical expressions
consisting of R, G and B. Observing the distributions of skin and non-skin pixel colors for each of these criteria, we select as
SoIs only those criteria that exhibit a good difference between the two distributions. For instance, we plot skin and non-skin
counts with respect to the jR  Gj values. This plot is presented in Fig. 5(a), which leads to the SoI of 28 < jR  Gj < 130.
Fig. 5(b) shows the region covered by this criterion.
Similarly, we ﬁnd the SoI 45 < jR  Bj < 187 as shown in Fig. 6.
The value of R is usually larger than G and B in the skin region. Thus, we take (R > G and R > B) as another SoI. Other criteria
(such as jG  Bj) do not exhibit much discrimination between skin and non-skin pixels, and hence are not chosen.
Finally, we take the six discriminating criteria as SoIs in our proposed DSSD. The ﬁrst column of Table 3 presents the se-
lected SoIs obtained using the training set presented in Section 6.1. Note that such measures are not new and have been used(a) Distribution of skin and non-skin colors (b) Coverage of the criteria in RG space
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Fig. 5. Clustering based on jR  Gj.
(a) Distribution of skin and non-skin colors (b) Coverage of the criteria in RB space
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Fig. 6. Clustering based on jR  Bj.
Table 3
Mass values of the selected SoIs.
SoI mi({skin}) mi({non-skin})
R > 140 0.364339536 0.524533342
75 < G < 193 0.147315460 0.430099211
43 < B < 161 0.222264545 0.440255872
28 < jR  Gj < 130 0.546243640 0.675261991
45 < jR  Bj < 187 0.496808781 0.673853774
R > G and R > B 0.387888000 0.968090001
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Fig. 7. The effect of c in the projected gray levels.
646 M. Shoyaib et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 53 (2012) 636–659in several articles [1,4,18]. However, our procedure for selecting the thresholds is different from that used in previous stud-
ies. While most existing approaches set the thresholds so that they can encompass the skin cluster irrespective of the non-
skin distributions, our thresholds are set at the point where a discrimination between skin and non-skin pixel distribution
exists between the two sides of the threshold value. Thus, we use the criteria such that each threshold can classify both skin
(when the criterion is satisﬁed) and non-skin colors (when the criterion is not satisﬁed). Note that we have also proposed a
generalized DSSD that does not require any threshold selection, described in detail in Section 5.3.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, using a large number of images for the selection of the SoIs is expected to allow the modeling
of a variety of lighting conditions. However, a large change in illumination requires some preprocessing to adjust the inten-
sities for better detection. Several nonlinear preprocessing methods [46,86–88] that make use of different color spaces such
as HSV (Hue, Saturation and Value) and LUX (Logarithmic hUe eXtension) may be applicable in this regard. In this paper,
intensities are adjusted by adjusting the brightness component of the HSV color space using the nonlinear transformation
function stated in Eq. (6). After this adjustment, the color is converted back to the RGB color space for use in different steps
of the proposed schemes.I ¼ 2
1þ e2v=g  1; ð6Þwhere I is the adjusted illumination, v is the V component of the HSV color space, g = clog(v) controls the curvature of the
sigmoid function based on a constant c, and the value of c is determined based on the image contents. Finally, I is converted
to the grayscale range [0,255].
Fig. 7 demonstrates that a small value of c projects the very dark pixels to much brighter gray levels, while a large cmoves
the brightest pixels to lower gray levels as expected from an illumination correction step. Under normal illumination
conditions, the gray levels (V component) of the pixels are usually at intermediate levels where the skin detection also per-
forms well. However, under extremely low or high illumination conditions, the pixels become too dark or too bright, respec-
tively. Therefore, a small value of c will help to detect dark pixels and a higher c value will support the detection of very
bright pixels. Our transformation function is similar to the method described in [46], but is simpler and performs well as
a preprocessing step of skin detection for images with illumination problems.5. Dempster–Shafer based skin detection (DSSD)
DSSD comprises three basic steps — selection of SoIs, determination of mass values (m) provided by the selected SoIs, and
combination of the mass values to make the ﬁnal decision. The SoI selection procedure was described earlier in Section 4.2.
Here we discuss how to calculate mass values and make a decision by combining the mass values using DST. We then pro-
pose a generalized version of DSSD where SoIs do not require threshold selection.5.1. Determination of mass values
The mass function deﬁnes the values representing the conﬁdences of the SoIs in classifying pixels. To statistically com-
pute the mass values (m) of the selected SoIs we use the four well-known notations TP, TN, FP and FN, where TP and TN rep-
resent the total number of pixels correctly classiﬁed whereas FP and FN are the number of pixels incorrectly classiﬁed as skin
and non-skin pixels, respectively.
M. Shoyaib et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 53 (2012) 636–659 647We measure TP and FP for each of the criteria deﬁned in Section 4.2. We then calculate the True Positive Rate (TPR) and
False Positive Rate (FPR) according to Eqs. (7) and (8), which represent the accuracy and inaccuracy in classiﬁcation,
respectively:TPR ¼ TP
TP þ FP ; ð7Þ
FPR ¼ FP
TP þ FP : ð8ÞFinally, we determine the Absolute Detection Rate for skin (ADRs) followingADRs ¼ TPR FPR: ð9ÞHere, the TPR represents the certainty of classifying a skin pixel in the skin region deﬁned by an SoI. However, the cer-
tainty is reduced due to the presence of non-skin pixel colors in the skin region, and FPR measures this reduction. Hence,
the difference between these two values indicates the net gain in certainty (a similar deﬁnition of the net gain in certainty
can also be found in [44]), which is represented as ADRs in Eq. (9). The value of ADRs varies between 0 and 1, reaching a
maximum when FPR = 0 and a minimum when FPR = TPR (according to our method of selecting SoI boundaries, FPR can
never be higher than TPR in skin regions). Thus, ADRs can be regarded as a piece of evidence to be used as a mass value,
as it captures the discrimination power of an SoI when making positive (skin) decisions. However, analyzing the distribu-
tions of skin and non-skin colors, one of our key ﬁndings is that the potential of the SoI is different within and outside the
skin cluster. Hence, it is not reasonable to use the same mass value for either classiﬁcation done by an SoI. For this reason,
we deﬁne ADRns, the Absolute Detection Rate for non-skin, to quantify the performance of each criterion when it detects
non-skin pixels.
We represent the absolute detection rate of the ith SoI by ADRsi or ADR
ns
i when it detects a skin or a non-skin color, respec-
tively. This is done according to Eqs. (10) and (11), which follow Eqs. (7)–(9):ADRsi ¼
TPi  FPi
TPi þ FPi ; ð10Þ
ADRnsi ¼
TNi  FNi
TNi þ FNi : ð11ÞSome statistical indices (for example, the Predictive Summary Index (PSI) [44], the Youden Index [47], etc.) are available in
the literature to measure the relevance of tests. Such measures quantify the accuracies of both the positive and negative
decisions made by a test and then calculate the overall performance of the test. Practical PSI values range from 0 to 1, where
0 reﬂects a useless test and 1 indicates a perfect test [84]. Appendix B demonstrates the relationship between the PSI and our
measures of evidence, namely ADRsi and ADR
ns
i . Thus, ADR
s
i and ADR
ns
i provide good expressive measures of the correctness of
a criterion’s positive and negative decisions, respectively, in our work.
In our skin detection process, the frame of discernment (H) is {skin, non-skin} for each pixel. Hence, the power set con-
tains 4(=22) subsets, which includes ;, {skin}, {non-skin} and {skin, non-skin}. According to the basic principle of DST,
m(;) = 0. For other subsets, we assign the mass values for each SoI i according to Algorithm 1, satisfying the fundamental
criteria (Eq. (1)) of mass functions presented in Section 3.
Algorithm 1. Assignment of mass values
1. if a criterion i holds then
2. miðfskingÞ ¼ ADRsi
3. mi({nonskin}) = 0
4. miðfskin; nonskingÞ ¼ 1 ADRsi
5. else
6. mi({skin}) = 0
7. ðmifnonskingÞ ¼ ADRnsi
8. miðfskin; nonskingÞ ¼ 1 ADRnsi
9. end if
Table 3 presents a set of mass values along with the selected SoIs, and Example 4 illustrates the usage of these values.
Example 4. If the condition R > 140 is true, then the mass values according to Algorithm 1 are mR>140({skin}) = 0.36,
mR>140({non-skin}) = 0.0 and mR>140({skin,non-skin}) = 0.64 (for simplicity, only two-digits after the decimal point are
shown). Conversely, if the condition is not true, then the mass values are mR>140({non-skin}) = 0.52, mR>140({skin}) = 0.0, and
mR>140({skin,non-skin}) = 0.48.
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To obtain a reliable decision (i.e., even if a criterion misclassiﬁes a pixel, the combination of all other decisions may over-
come the possible error), we make use of six different classiﬁcation criteria (SoIs) as described in Section 4.2, along with their
mass values as presented in Section 5.1. As stated in DST, Eq. (4) in Section 3 combines the mass values of the individual SoIs.
Example 5 (when all SoIs agree) and Example 6 (when disagreement exists) show two simple illustrations of such a combi-
nation of evidence for two SoIs.
Example 5. Suppose we have two SoIs, R > 140 and 28 < jR  Gj < 130 and they are both satisﬁed for a given color. The mass
values are set as mR>140({skin}) = 0.36; mR>140({non- skin}) = 0.0; mR>140(H) = 0.64; m28<jRGj<130({skin}) = 0.55; m28<jRGj<130
({non-skin}) = 0.0; m28<jRGj<130(H) = 0.45. Table 4 shows these mass values along with the pair-wise combinations of
different hypotheses.According to Eq. (4), the degree of conﬂict K = 0. Hence, the normalization factor 1  K = 1  0 = 1. The combined mass
values for different hypotheses are:mðfskingÞ ¼ 0:198þ 0:162þ 0:352 ¼ 0:712;
mðfnon-skingÞ ¼ 0:0;
mðHÞ ¼ 0:288:Therefore, based on Eq. (5) in Section 3, the given color is declared as skin.
Example 6. Consider that R > 140 is true but 28 < jR  Gj < 130 is false for a given color. The mass values are set as mR>140
({skin}) = 0.36; mR>140({non-skin}) = 0.0; mR>140(H) = 0.64; m28<jRGj<130({skin}) = 0.0; m28<jRGj<130({non-skin}) = 0.67;
m28<jRGj<130(H) = 0.33. Table 5 shows these mass values along with the pair-wise combinations of different hypotheses.According to Eq. (4) in Section 3, the combined mass values for different hypotheses (without normalization) are—mðfskingÞ ¼ 0:118;
mðfnon-skingÞ ¼ 0:428;
mðHÞ ¼ 0:211:Here, the degree of conﬂict K = 0.241. Hence, after normalization we get:mðfskingÞ ¼ 0:155;
mðfnon-skingÞ ¼ 0:564;
mðHÞ ¼ 0:281:Dempster’s combination rule thus takes the total conﬂictingmass and then equally redistributes it to all focal elements. Finally,
based on Eq. (5), the given color is declared as non-skin.Table 4
An example of combining mass values for Example 5.
m28<jRGj<130({skin}) m28<jRGj<130({non-skin}) m28<jRGj<130(H)
0.55 0.0 0.45
mR>140 ({skin}) 0.36 {skin} 0.198 ; 0.00 {skin} 0.162
mR>140 ({non-skin}) 0.0 ; 0.000 {non-skin} 0.00 {non-skin} 0.000
mR>140 (H) 0.64 {skin} 0.352 {non-skin} 0.00 H 0.288
Table 5
Pair-wise combinations of mass values for Example 6.
m28<jRGj<130({skin}) m28<jRGj<130({non-skin}) m28<jRGj<130(H)
0.0 0.67 0.33
mR>140({skin}) 0.36 {skin} 0.00 ; 0.241 {skin} 0.118
mR>140 ({non  skin}) 0.00 ; 0.00 {non-skin} 0.000 {non-skin} 0.000
mR>140(H) 0.64 {skin} 0.00 {non-skin} 0.428 H 0.211
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image in Fig. 9). Using our training set described in Section 6.1, P(kjSkin) = 1.5e08 and P(kjNonSkin) = 7.53e08 according to
Eq. (A.1) in Appendix A. The ratio of these values is 0.1996, which cannot pass the test in Eq. (A.2) of the Bayesian classiﬁer
even if we set g as small as 0.2. Therefore, this color is considered as non-skin. On the other hand, for DSSD, two SoIs classify
k as non-skin while all the rest classify it as skin. Using the mass values and the SoIs from Table 3, we get mR>140({skin}) =
0.36, m75<G<193({skin}) = 0.14, m43>B>161 ({non-skin}) = 0.44, m28<jRGjB<130 ({skin}) = 0.54, m45<jRBj<187 ({non-skin}) = 0.67,
mR>G and R>B ({skin}) = 0.38. The mass values for other hypotheses can be calculated according to Algorithm 1.
From these values, we get K = 0.00337. Thus, using Eq. (4) we get m({skin)} = 0.1556, m({non-skin)} = 0.12348 and
m(H) = 0.02758. Hence, using Eq. (5) this pixel color is detected as skin.
Example 7 shows the limitations of the Bayesian classiﬁer and the superiority of the proposed DSSDmethod. The Bayesian
classiﬁer depends fully on the conditional probability of the particular color according to the training set. Hence, it cannot
cope with missing information and/or ambiguity. On the other hand, DSSD can eliminate such a problem thanks to the com-
bination rule of DST that effectively combines several SoIs to make a better decision. Moreover, depending on the decision-
making threshold, the Bayesian classiﬁer may lead to different decisions for the same color. However, the DSSD will always
lead to the same decision for a given color.
5.3. Generalization of DSSD
In DSSD, an SoI divides the skin and non-skin distributions into two parts and calculates their masses. A pixel color is
checked against the criterion, and the mass values corresponding to the part it falls into are assigned according to Algorithm
1. The use of such an SoI has two shortcomings. First, it incorporates threshold(s) that must be set. Second, an SoI in DSSD
calculates only one mass value for a partition. In other words, all the colors falling into the same partition are assigned the
same value irrespective of the position and distribution. For example, consider thatw, x, y and z are four different G-values in
Fig. 8. The SoI (75 < G < 193) will declare both x and y as skin with the same mass. However, the distributions clearly show
that the conﬁdence of such a decision is much greater for x than for y. A similar comment can also be made for w and z.
To eliminate such shortcomings we extend DSSD to a generalized DSSD (GDSSD) where the assignment of mass values is
more reliable. The SoIs in the GDSSD approach are similar to those in DSSD with the exception that no threshold is used for
the SoIs in the case of GDSSD. The mass is calculated for every value in the horizontal axis in the distributions.
Suppose that the total counts of skin and non-skin pixels are ns and nns, respectively, for the value x in the distributions
illustrated in Fig. 8. Now, instead of using the criterion 75 < G < 193 as in DSSD, we employ ns > nns as a classiﬁer. When the
criterion ns > nns holds (or does not hold), the color is classiﬁed by the SoI as skin (or non-skin), and the mass value is cal-
culated according to Eq. (10) (or Eq. (11)) in Section 5.1 using ns and nns as TP and FP (or, FN and TN), respectively. The rest of
the steps in GDSSD are the same as in DSSD.
This approach means that the GDSSD does not require the selection of boundaries of SoIs. Moreover, another beneﬁt is
that now we have a more accurate mass selection method for every color that helps to reduce uncertainty better than in
the DSSD method. Example 8 illustrates the performance gain obtained from GDSSD over DSSD and the Bayesian method.
Example 8. Consider a skin pixel color c where R = 254, G = 229 and B = 163. In the case of a Bayesian classiﬁer, P(cjSkin) = 0
because there was no skin sample for this particular color in the training dataset. Thus, the likelihood ratio becomes 0.0 and
cannot pass the test in Eq. (A.2) in Appendix A. Therefore, this pixel color is considered as non-skin.
For DSSD, three SoIs classify this pixel as skin and the three remaining ones classify it as non-skin. Using the mass values
and the SoIs from Table 3, we get mR>140({skin}) = 0.36, m75<G<193 ({non-skin}) = 0.43, m43>B>161 ({non-skin}) = 0.44,
m28<jRGj<130 ({non-skin}) = 0.67, m45<jRBj<187 ({skin}) = 0.49, mR>G and R>B({skin}) = 0.38. The respective mass values for other
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Fig. 8. Distribution of skin and non-skin clusters in G space.
650 M. Shoyaib et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 53 (2012) 636–659From these values, we get K = 0.00898. Thus, using Eq. (4) we get m({skin)} = 0.0841, m({non-skin)} = 0.1771 and
m(H) = 0.0204.
Hence, using Eq. (5) the given color is detected as non-skin.
For GDSSD, we get mR({skin}) = 0.05, mG({non-skin}) = 0.32, mB({skin}) = 0.02, mjRGj({non-skin}) = 0.25, mjRBj ({skin}) =
0.63, mR>G and R>B ({skin}) = 0.38, and from these values, we get K = 0.00002. Thus, using Eq. (4) we get m({skin)} = 0.4041,
m({non-skin)} = 0.1025 and m(H) = 0.1073.
Hence, using Eq. (5) this pixel color is detected as skin.6. Comparative analysis
This section ﬁrst presents the dataset followed by the evaluation criteria that we have used. We then compare the per-
formances of our proposed methods with two state of the art skin detection methods, namely Mixture of Gaussian (MoG)
and Bayesian skin classiﬁers. Both of these methods have gained a great deal of attention in the research community due
to their acceptable detection rates. Until today, the performance of the Bayesian-based method presented in [2] remains
highly competitive as compared to the other available methods [75,78]. We have also included the comparative perfor-
mances of an explicit threshold-based method, RGB_ETM, [4,6] and a well known Dempster–Shafer-based classiﬁer that uses
a neural network (NNDST) [66] in our results section (to the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to introduce NNDST3 for
skin detection).
6.1. Source of the experimental data
A large amount of data is needed for experiments based on statistics. The Compaq Skin andNon-skinDatabase [2] includes a
large amount of skin and non-skin images. The database contains more than 14,000 images consisting of almost two billion
pixels. The database also includes manually labeled skin and non-skin masks for all images that contain skin regions. These
masks serve as ground truths in evaluating the detected skin regions. We have also used the IBTD [22] database containing
554 images that include 21,076,098 skin pixels, the University of Chile skin database with 103 images containing 5,744,330
skin pixels [31] and the Caltech Frontal Face Dataset [45] for testing the methods’ performance under various conditions.
Our training set includes 4650 images from the Compaq database — 3050 images containing 51,744,044 skin pixels in
total and 1600 images consisting of 189,195,041 non-skin pixels. We have used a large number of non-skin pixels to capture
a good distribution of the non-skin colors in nature. However, the greater number of non-skin pixels in the training set might
lead them to dominate over the skin pixels when calculating the mass values. Thus, the total number of non-skin pixels was
normalized to that of skin pixels. This normalization helps to avoid the discrimination, retaining the shape of the distribution
of non-skin pixels. The test set, also picked from the Compaq database, consists of 3000 images containing 26,787,957 skin
and 250,989,469 non-skin pixels, and these test images do not have any image in common with the training images. The
aforementioned train and test dataset is used to generate the results in this paper unless otherwise speciﬁed.
6.2. Evaluation criteria
To evaluate the strength of the proposed method and to compare its performance with other well-established proposals,
we have calculated three different criteria as presented in [48]: Correct Detection Rate (CDR) — percentage of skin pixels cor-
rectly classiﬁed, False Detection Rate (FDR) — percentage of non-skin pixels incorrectly classiﬁed as skin pixels, and Classi-
ﬁcation Rate (CR) — percentage of pixels correctly classiﬁed as a whole.
Besides these we have compared the methods using the well-accepted F-measure (F) [79], deﬁned as3 TheF ¼ 2  precision  recall
precisionþ recall ; ð12Þwhere recall is same as CDR and precision is deﬁned asprecision ¼ TP
TP þ FP : ð13Þ6.3. Results and discussion
For each experiment we ﬁrst used the training samples to select the SoIs (for DSSD) along with their boundaries as de-
scribed in Section 4.2, and then computed the masses (m). We have also computed the mass values for GDSSD and trained
the other methods with the same training set. The decision-making thresholds for Bayesian as well as MoG classiﬁers are set
at the levels that produce the highest accuracy.source code of the original NNDST is available at http://www.hds.utc.fr/tdenoeux/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=en:software.
Table 6
Performance (%) of different skin detection methods.
Method Precision CDR (Recall) FDR CR
Bayesian classiﬁer 82.15 89.48 19.43 81.43
MoG classiﬁer 81.87 89.10 19.73 81.12
RGB_ETM 80.23 87.01 21.88 79.15
NNDST 82.53 90.01 19.07 81.80
DSSD 83.77 91.56 17.73 83.32
GDSSD 84.95 91.96 16.28 84.51
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spective of ethnicity, background and illumination conditions with higher detection rates and lower false detection rates
than the other methods. Table 6 summarizes the outcomes of the different methods.
From Table 6, it can be observed that the proposed methods (both DSSD and GDSSD) show better performances with
higher correct detection rates and normalized precision (the normalization procedure is described later) and lower false
detection rates than the other methods. In GDSSD the masses are assigned more meaningfully than in DSSD, which leads
to better performance. Again, we have performed the skin detection test following the Bayesian fusion method described
in [91] where we have combined the information (conditional probabilities) provided by the same six SoIs. The ﬁnal decision
is taken in the favor of the class (skin or non-skin) having the higher probability. This method has resulted in a decreased CR
(78.47%) where the CDR and FDR are 91.18% and 24.37%, respectively, for the same dataset used to generate the Table 6. This
implies that the proposed belief function and the uncertainty management capability of DST have a great impact on the ob-
tained results of DSSD and GDSSD methods.
Table 7 shows the F-measures (F) of the methods. The right-most column (NF) shows the F-measures when the total num-
ber of non-skin pixels in the test set is normalized to that of skin pixels (we have done this normalization because the large
number of non-skin pixels dominates the skin pixels in the test set). The F-measures also demonstrate the superiority of the
proposed methods.
To obtainmore robust and reliable results, we have created a large set of images combining our train and test sets from the
Compaq database and the images from the IBTD and the University of Chile skin databases. We have then run a 5-fold cross
validation test on this set, with the results presented in Table 8. Herewe also ﬁnd that the proposed DSSD andGDSSDmethods
exhibit much better performance than the other methods. The performance of NNDST is comparable with the performance of
theproposedmethods (especiallywithDSSD) in somecases. Themain reason for the success of theNNDSTmethod is that it also
works under the DST formalism, and thus has ability to handle uncertainty and incompleteness in the training data. However,
the major problem with this method is the long training and classiﬁcation times as mentioned earlier. Hence, the proposed
methods are much preferred since they achieve better accuracies with lower training and classiﬁcation times.
Figs. 9–12 present a few illustrative images from the test dataset along with the outcomes of the different methods. These
ﬁgures also demonstrate that our proposed method can handle a variety of conditions better than the existing methods. Now
we focus on several noteworthy observations of our experiments. In all the ﬁgures described next, the black pixels represent
areas determined as non-skin. The key ﬁndings are summarized and discussed as follows:
6.3.1. Segmentation
For almost all the images, the proposed approaches yield very good outcomes by providing solid segments without many
holes. The Bayesian classiﬁer also detects most of the skin pixels successfully but leaves some holes/undetected pixels andTable 7
F-measure (F) and normalized F-measure (NF) for different methods.
Method TP FP TN FN F NF
Bayesian 23969085 48777955 202211514 2818872 0.481 0.856
MoG 23867004 49519391 201470078 2920953 0.476 0.853
RGB_ETM 23332443 53864356 197125113 3455514 0.448 0.835
NNDST 24134132 47865334 203124135 2653825 0.488 0.861
DSSD 24527082 44509784 206913380 2260875 0.511 0.874
GDSSD 24634056 40865236 210124233 2153901 0.534 0.883
Table 8
Results of the 5-fold cross validation test.
Method CDR FDR CR
Bayesian classiﬁer 87.80 19.05 82.26
MoG classiﬁer 87.32 19.39 81.90
RGB_ETM 85.42 21.78 79.61
NNDST 89.86 18.65 82.99
DSSD 90.17 18.03 83.55
GDSSD 91.12 16.10 85.29
Fig. 9. Outcomes of the skin segmentation. (a) Original image (from the Compaq database), detections by (b) the Bayesian classiﬁer, (c) the MoG classiﬁer,
(d) the RGB_ETM, (e) the NNDST, (f) the DSSD, and (g) the GDSSD.
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The image in Fig. 9 is also presented in [2] demonstrating that the Bayesian classiﬁer cannot detect the forehead and some
other skin regions. The RGB_ETM method misses a good portion of the arm because the failure of a (or some) criterion to
detect a skin pixel (for example, the condition B > 20 is not satisﬁed in many pixels in the missed region) is propagated
to the output. However, the proposed schemes clearly overcome these problems by combining different evidences supplied
by the selected criteria. Because the ﬁnal decisions are made based on a weighted accumulation of individual decisions, the
risk of erroneous decisions decreases and a good result is provided.
6.3.2. Complex background
Fig. 10 shows the results for images with complex backgrounds. The main difﬁculty here is to discard the skin-like non-
skin pixels (and detect the genuine skin pixels). In these images, the DST-based methods perform very well. For example, the
F-measures of the methods when applied to the left-most image in Fig. 10 are 0.52, 0.38, 0.48, 0.53, 0.61, and 0.64 from the
top to the bottom image. The image in the second column contains skin regions with normal illumination as well as some
very bright skin pixels that appear almost white. In this case, the Bayesian and MoG methods exhibit poor performance.
However, the other four methods achieve almost similar overall performances (the F-measure is approximately 0.76).
Although the RGB_ETM method detected the very bright skin pixels in the neck region, it also detected much background
pixels, leading to a lower overall accuracy. Moreover, the ability of the RGB_ETM method to detect such bright skin pixels
may also lead to the inclusion of whitish non-skin pixels in many cases. For the third image, the DST-based methods clearly
identify most of the skin regions excluding the skin-like frame in the background and achieve the best performance (the F-
measures of NNDST, DSSD and GDSSD are 0.64, 0.79 and 0.81, respectively).
6.3.3. Reddish background
Fig. 11 shows the performances of the methods in the presence of red-like non-skin colors. Most of the existing classiﬁers
fail to reject these non-skin pixels because the red color remains dominant for skin data due to the presence of hemoglobin.
However, the proposed approaches are mostly able to exclude such noisy pixels. For the second image in Fig. 11, all methods
fail to exclude the red-like background. Although the Bayesian-based method has discarded most of the non-skin pixels, it
has also excluded major portions of the chin and neck regions. Both the DSSD and GDSSD methods perform better than the
other methods in discarding red-like non-skin pixels while retaining skin pixels.
6.3.4. Illumination
In the image in Fig. 12(a) taken from the Caltech Frontal Face Dataset, the brightness of the face region is very low. We
preprocess the image using Eq. (6), and use the same preprocessed image for the different methods. Fig. 12 demonstrates
that the proposed methods detect skin regions more accurately than the other methods.
Fig. 10. Results of skin detection methods for a complex background.
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So far, we have discussed the performance of the methods when a large amount of training data is available. To
investigate the behaviors of the methods when small amounts of data are used for training, we have randomly selected
approximately 1% of the skin pixels and the same number of non-skin pixels from our training set. Fig. 13 presents typical
plots of the skin and non-skin distributions for the selected pixels. These plots show that there are many intersecting points
in the plots of skin and non-skin distributions because of the irregular shapes of the non-skin distribution, making it difﬁcult
to determine the boundaries for the SoIs in DSSDs. However, the skin samples show much better regularity despite very few
samples.
To handle such situations, we propose two simple ways of using the DSSD method for small amounts of training data. The
two alternatives differ only in the selection of the boundaries for the SoIs. For the ﬁrst alternative, we put the boundary so
that it includes all the skin samples within one standard deviation from each side of the mean of the skin distributions. Such
boundaries include almost 70% of the skin samples (this selection method also results in similar boundaries to the SoIs
Fig. 11. Results of applying the skin detection methods to images with reddish non-skin objects.
Fig. 12. Results of applying the skin detection methods to images with illumination problems. (a) Original image, detections by (b) the Bayesian classiﬁer,
(c) the MoG classiﬁer, (d) the RGB_ETM, (e) the NNDST, (f) the DSSD, and (g) the GDSSD.
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boundaries, the rest of the process is the same as for DSSD. Table 9 presents the SoIs for the ﬁrst alternative along with their
boundaries and the mass values of both alternatives calculated using 1% of the data. The process of using GDSSD for a small
amount of data is the same as described in Section 5.
We trained the methods using the randomly chosen 1% of the training data and then veriﬁed the methods using the test
dataset mentioned in Section 6.1. We repeated this process ﬁve times to investigate the consistency of our results, and the
average outcomes are presented in Table 10. The results demonstrate the robustness of the proposed methods whereas the
Bayesian-based method yields much worse outcomes. Although the use of 163 bins gives better accuracy, the performance is
still quite poor. The NNDST method also shows a much more reasonable accuracy compared to the Bayesian-based methods.
We have also tested the methods on the University of Chile skin database [31] using a similar training and testing process
as done before. The averaged results are shown in Table 11, which also demonstrates that the proposed methods perform
better than the others.
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Fig. 13. Plots of the skin and non-skin distributions for 1% of the training data.
Table 9
The redeﬁned boundaries of the SoIs (for the ﬁrst alternative) and the mass values of the two alternatives when using 1% of the training data.
SoIs (for the ﬁrst alternative) First alternative Second alternative
mi({skin}) mi ({non-skin}) mi ({skin}) mi ({non-skin})
R > 99 0.178123328 0.3284074864 0.124434354 0.5954218481
42 < G < 181 0.048259981 0.0868313786 0.152559516 0.3632760050
25 < B < 150 0.066580714 0.1355648535 0.118848672 0.2973934352
28 < jR  Gj < 83 0.412317699 0.6012579511 0.474181966 0.3560897363
35 < jR  Bj < 136 0.574493217 0.6356666317 0.472379029 0.5768617910
R > G and R > B 0.456460261 0.8410131201 0.456460261 0.8410131201
Table 10
Performance of the methods trained on the small (1%) dataset.
Method CDR FDR CR
Bayesian classiﬁer (2563 bin) 61.35 24.13 74.47
Bayesian classiﬁer (163 bin) 68.81 25.05 74.36
NNDST 85.83 23.93 77.01
GDSSD 89.97 22.72 78.51
DSSD First alternative 87.48 19.35 81.31
Second alternative 83.75 22.94 77.71
Table 11
Performance of the methods trained on a small dataset (1%) selected from the University of Chile skin database.
Method CDR FDR CR
Bayesian Classiﬁer (2563 bin) 71.99 21.06 77.73
Bayesian Classiﬁer (163 bin) 75.38 20.15 79.07
NNDST 76.31 20.16 79.20
GDSSD 84.77 20.88 80.09
DSSD First alternative 77.12 17.96 81.19
Second alternative 84.26 21.25 79.71
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well as negative decisions. We observe the effects of such changes (i.e., decreased TP and increased FP) in Table 10 in com-
parison with Table 6, where the same test set is used. Again, the effect of irregularities in non-skin distribution might be
greater for GDSSD than for DSSD because DSSD calculates the mass values for the whole skin (and non-skin) region. Hence,
even if some irregular behaviors are observed for non-skin, the effects become less as a whole, and thus we may expect rea-
sonable mass values. On the other hand, GDSSD compares the skin and non-skin accumulations at every bin value of the SoIs.
Therefore, the GDSSD is more likely to be affected by the instantaneous ﬂuctuations than DSSD, and thus the overall accuracy
of DSSD becomes greater for the small amount of training data.
The strength of the proposed methods is that they can still produce quite good results compared to the other methods for
irregular distributions. Further, we can generate mass values of the SoIs with very few resources (training data and time) to
handle any abnormal lighting situation.
Finally, we have tested the behavior of our proposed methods for different amounts of training data. For this, we varied
the amount of training data (such as 1%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the training data) and used the same test set as
described in Section 6.1. Up to 20% of the training data, we used the ﬁrst alternative of DSSD and 163 bins for the Bayes-
ian-based method. For greater amounts of training data we used the original DSSD and Bayesian-based methods. We also
tested the performance of the GDSSD method on the same data using the original GDSSD as it requires no threshold or
parameter tuning. Fig. 14 presents the outcomes of the different methods for different amounts of training data, with the
results showing acceptable accuracies of the proposed methods compared to the state-of-the-art method.7. Conclusion
This paper proposed a DST-based method named DSSD for detecting skin pixels in images. The DSSD method has success-
fully overcome the limitations of existing methods and also achieves quite reasonable accuracies with very small amounts of
training data, which has many advantages for real life applications. However, DSSD is not fully threshold-free. The GDSSD
method overcomes such threshold involvement and achieves the best performance as compared to the state-of-the-art
methods.
Furthermore, the proposed method for calculating mass values may be applied along with the properly-selected SoIs with
very little parameter tuning to solve different pattern classiﬁcation problems under the DST combination rule to manage
very high dimensional tasks as well as to handle large amounts of training data with very low computation and memory
requirements.Acknowledgements
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A.1. A brief overview of two well-known approaches
Most of the successful methods in the literature use different variants of Gaussian or Bayesian classiﬁers for skin detec-
tion. We discuss these two basic ideas here in brief.
A.1.1. The Bayesian (histogram) model
Jones and Rehg [2] ﬁrst build two histograms for skin and non-skin from the pool of training pixels. Each histogram is
then normalized by the total number of pixels in it according to Eq. (A.1):PðColjSkinÞ ¼ CountSkinðColÞ;
TotalSkin
PðColjNonskinÞ ¼ CountNonskinðColÞ;
TotalNonskin
ðA:1Þwhere Col is a vector representing a pixel’s color (or the histogram bin where the color falls), and P(ColjSkin) and P(ColjNon-
skin) represent the probabilities that the color Col belongs to the skin and non-skin classes, respectively. Countskin(Col) and
CountNonskin(Col) are the total number of pixels of the color Col in the skin and non-skin histograms, while Totalskin and
TotalNonskin represent the total number of pixels in the skin and non-skin training sets, respectively. Such a normalized his-
togram model represents the conditional probability, which is alternatively known as the likelihood.
Given the class conditional probabilities of skin and non-skin and using a standard likelihood ratio approach [14], a pixel
is classiﬁed as skin if it is greater than some threshold g as described in Eq. (A.2).PðColjSkinÞ
PðColjNonSkinÞP g; ðA:2Þwhere g is a threshold that can be set as a tradeoff between true and false positives.
A.1.2. The Gaussian mixture model
Gaussian or Mixture-of-Gaussian (MoG) classiﬁers [11,15,24,29,30,50] construct an approximation of the probability dis-
tribution of the skin colors in the training set. MoG models are composed as the sum of some Gaussian kernels as presented
in Eq. (A.3):PðCÞ ¼
Xn
k¼1
ak
1
ð2pÞ32jMkj
1
2
e
1
2ðCmkÞTM1k ðCmkÞ; ðA:3Þwhere C is a color vector and the kth Gaussian is deﬁned by the scalar weight ak, mean vector mk and diagonal covariance
matrix Mk. The parameters are approximated by ﬁtting the models to training data using expectation maximization (EM).
Different proposals have been made on how to make the ﬁnal decision. The simplest method is to calculate the probabil-
ity of each pixel’s color in the image according to the trained skin model and if it is higher than the threshold it is declared as
skin [83]. However, this approach does not consider the distribution of non-skin colors. Hence, in our work, we have followed
a similar approach to that in Jones and Rehg [2]. We have trained two MoGs — one for skin and another for non-skin training
samples. For a given color, the probabilities for both skin and non-skin samples are calculated ﬁrst and then the decision is
made by comparing the ratio of these probabilities with a threshold (similar to what is done in Eq. (A.2)).
Appendix B
ADRs and ADRnsare related to the Predictive Summary Index (PSI).
Proof. Let PPV and NPV denote Positive Predictive Value and Negative Predictive Value asPPV ¼ TP
TP þ FP ; ðB:1Þ
NPV ¼ TN
TN þ FN : ðB:2ÞLinn et al. [44] proposed PSI asPSI ¼ PPVþ NPV 1: ðB:3Þ
Using simple algebra, PSI can also be expressed (putting TP = a, FP = b, TN = d, FN = c) as PSI ¼ a
aþ bþ
d
cþ d 1 ¼
ad bc
ðaþ bÞðcþ dÞ þ 1 1 ¼
1
2
:
2ad 2bc
ðaþ bÞðcþ dÞ ¼
1
2
a b
aþ bþ
d c
dþ c
¼ 1
2
TP FP
TPþ FPþ
TN FN
TNþ FN
 
¼ ADR
s þ ADRns
2
:
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